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Abstract

General purpose planners such as STRIPS-style planners
have had difficulties in generating realistic plans in real en-
gineering domains. On the other hand, the narrowly scoped
expert planning systems can be used for specific domains but
have little value for even slightly different domains. OAR-
PLAN described in this paper attemps to attain both the
generality and high performance by generating project plans
through reasoning about objects, actions and resources. Plan-
ning knowledge is represented as constraints based on activ-
ity constituents and their interrelationships. Exploiting these
constraints, the planner can hierarchically generate required
activities for achieving a given goal and order these activities
in the way that constructively satisfies the constraints.

Introduction
Commercial engineering scheduling (often called

project management) systems depend on users to plan
manually. That is, users must identify all the activities
in a plan, and users must also identify all activity prede-
cessors and successors. In practice, plans sometimes have
10-20 activities, but large engineering plans often have
1,000-10,000 activities.

STRIPS planners showed the possibility of using the
computer to identify plan activities and to infer activity
precedence [Fikes 1971, Sacerdoti 1973, Tate 1976, Chap-
man 1987]. While the STRIPS style of planner could, in
principle, be used to develop plans for real engineering
projects, none has yet been demonstrated for creation of
large engineering plans. Further, the simple STRIPS pre-
condition and postcondition representation does not sug-
gest obvious and consistent ways to represent the widely
used engineering principles or the specialized heuristics
that are routinely used for planning by human experts.

In developing OARPLAN, an Object-Action-Resource
PLANner, our goal was to understand the planning is-
sues which must be addressed in planning real ehgineering
projects. In addition, to maximize planner generality and
ease of use, we would like the planner to identify activities
and to infer activity precedence using widely available en-
gineering principles whenever possible, depending as little
as possible on job-specific heuristics.

*On leave from Dept.of Computing, Brighton Polytechinic,
Brighton, UK.

The basic notion in OARPLAN is to view activities in
a project plan as groupings of their constituents: objects,
actions and resources. Generic and specialized planning
knowledge is represented as constraints among activity
constituents. By exploiting these constraints, the planner
can hierarchically generate required activities for achiev-
ing a given project goal and order these activities in a
way that constructively satisfies the constraints.

In the core of OARPLAN are three models; namely, ob-
ject, action and resource models. Planning knowledge is
embedded in these models. OARPLAN has not yet made
extensive use of resource related knowledge but it will be
added in a future version. In the rest of this paper, we
first describe how the planning knowledge including phys-
ical constraints and engineering methods is represented in
object and action models. Then we discuss OARPLAN’s
planning algorithm that generates and orders activities
using the constraints and methods. Finally, we present
the OARPLAN’s applications to two different engineer-
ing domains and compare it with related work. We show
that OARPLAN’s rich knowledge representation of fun-
damental knowledge of engineered systems and simple yet
powerful planning procedure enable it to generate prac-
tical plans in a relatively wide range of engineering do-
mains.

Objects and Physical Constraints

The object model represents the devices for which the
generated plan is to be executed. An object in OAR-
PLAN is an engineering component or part. In OAR-
PLAN, the object model includes generic libraries con-
taining hierarchies of classes of objects and instance mod-
els which are instantiations of libraries and represent spe-
cific components and systems and their relations found
in planning domain. An object in OARPLAN is repre-
sented as a frame-like data structure holding attributes
and relationships with other objects. The relationships
between objects are treated as constraints that are given
at the beginning of planning and must be satisfied during
the planning process. In OARPLAN, the object model is
designed to be a physical structural model described in
terms of topology because many construction and a~cm-
bly planning tasks are related to the presence of objects
and their structural relationships.
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Experience has shown that a major part of our
knowledge about a device is the understanding of the
constraints. Constraints represent important planning
knowledge. In OARPLAN physical constraints between
objects are represented as relationships between objects,
i.e., components or parts, of the device. Some of the
constraints are very general and can be used in a wide
range of domain (e.g., part-of, supported-by, enclosed-
by and connected-to), and some are quite domain spe-
cific. We observe that most logical dependence rela-
tions between activities are based on these constraints.
For example, constrnct.beaml should be a successor of
construct.column1 and construct.columng when beaml is
supported-by the columns. By introducing constraints
and treating planning process as a constraints satisfac-
tion process we can avoid difficulties confronted by clas-
sical planners in generating practical plan, such as state
abstraction, definition of preconditions and effects of ac-

tions [Darwiche 1989].
Another important feature of the object model is the

concept of virtual components which is defined as a topo-
logical aggregation of real components or parts of the de-
vice. For example, a zone in a building can be viewed
as a virtual component which is composed of all physi-
cal components in a segment, and it can be treated as a
single object during planning. In some practical planning
situations, the description of a real device may be under-
constrained, i.e., there are few constraints available, so
that the plan generated based on given constraints may
not be practically feasible. In these cases, defining vir-
tual components may introduce more constraints for gen-
erating a realistic plan. In the following, we will see that
virtual components are very important for large scale con-
struction planning problems.

Actions and Engineering Methods
The action model in OARPLAN captures knowledge

about what kind of operations can be performed and how
to perform them. It is composed of an action hierarchy
to provide generic descriptions of possible operations for
achieving certain goals and a set of action constraints,
called methods, to specify how to utilize these operations.

In OARPLAN, an action describes a certain type of
operation which can be applied, in most cases, to a wide
range of objects. In OARPLAN, an action is represented
as a node in a is-a action hierarchy. For example, the
repair action definition can be described in list form as:

(repair (is-a: action)
(domain: components)
(has-methods: repair-f luid-components

repair-electric-component s)
(resource-requirements : not-determined)
(refined-by: restore replace))

OARPLAN actions are defined by a set of constraints
such as application domain, associated methods, and re-
source requirement, rather than by preconditions and ef-
fects as defined in STRIPS-style planners. STRIPS-style

action definition may be effective for the planning prob-
lems in the robot domain, but it is difficult to apply to en-
gineering domains such as power plant maintenance and
construction planning because determining the abstract
states of the world and the preconditions and effects of
each action is not easy, due to the complexity of real world
problems [Darwiche 1989]. In OARPLAN, an action’s
precondition and effects need not be explicit because the
planner may reason about the application of actions by
examining the associated constraints. This also means
that we may represent knowledge for inclusion and order-
ing of the operators (i.e., activities described below) not
only in the action description but also in the descriptions
of objects to which an action is applied and resources used
by the action.

Our definition of actions is very general because we sep-
arate descriptions of actions from those of methods that
define how to apply actions in different domains. For
example, the repair action subhierarchy defined in OAR-
PLAN can be applied to many engineering domains. The
difference between repair a pump and repair a motor is
managed by using different methods rather than by two
different actions repair-pump and repair-motor. Separa-
tion of methods from actions allows us to create a general
action abstraction hierarchy that is applicable to a wider
range of domains.

Relationships between actions provide important plan-
ning knowledge in OARPLAN because they can be used
to decide which action should be included in the plan and
how to order multiple actions. In our research, we have
identified three general relationships between actions: re-
quirement, e.g., isolation is required-by repair; refinement,
e.g., repair is refined-by restore; and semantic expansion,
e.g., place (concrete) can be expanded-by [pour, finish,
cure]. Action relationships may vary between domains,
so we represent the action relationships declaratively in
terms of methods described below.

Methods as Action Constraints
Method is an important concept of OARPLAN’s action
model. Methods are constraints that relate actions with
other actions and with classes of objects and resources.
Methods declaratively specify how the related actions
should be applied in a certain planning situation. A
method has the following main attributes:

Domain: Specifies the object domain(s) for which the
method is applicable. The value is a list of object classes,
e.g., (Fluid-components ..) or (Pumps ..).

Purpose: Purpose is a relationship linking a method
to an action. A repair method has purpose repair. The
inverse of this relationship is has-method defined in action
description.

RelatedAetions: Specify a collection of actions that
need to be applied for the above Purpose.

OrderedP: Specifies whether or not the related ac-
tions must be ordered. The value is either True or False.

ResourceRequirement: Specifies the requirement of
critical resources such as materials, equipment, tools, or
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Figure 1: Method types defined in OARPLAN

human operators, etc.
During planning, a method is applied when the cur-

rent planning situation matches the Domain, Purpose and
ResourceRequirement of the method. Figure 1 shows a
hierarchy of methods describing different method types
currently implemented in OARPLAN.

From the representational point of view, the meth-
ods defined above have a number of desirable properties.
First, a method describes conditional properties, i.e., ac-
tion relations, of its associated purpose action(s). Thus
methods simplify the description of actions and make
them general and applicable in a wide range of domains.
Second, methods are partial in the sense that it is not
necessary for a method to be a full description of the pur-
pose action. A method can be added or deleted at any
time without affecting the application of other methods.
Third, methods may vary in generality. More abstract
methods are useful for wider domains.

Practically, methods represent the planning implica-
tions of knowledge about actions. While the object model
can capture the fundamental and first principle knowledge
of engineered systems, in many engineering domains there
is planning knowledge that is process oriented, i.e., it is
embedded in the engineering processes and has little rela-
tion with what specific component is processed. Methods
represent this kind of process-oriented knowledge.

Planning Using Constraints and
Methods

Constraints in OARPLAN are implemented as object
relationships and methods. In the following, we use the
term constraints to refer to object relationships and meth-
ods for action constraints.

Activities and Plan

An activity in OARPLAN is defined as an action-object-
resource triple. This consideration is similar to those in
MOLGEN [Stefik 1981ab] and PIPPA [Marshall 1987].
An Activity describes a specific application of an action
to an object instance using resources, so inclusion of a cer-
tain action into the plan instantiates an activity. There
are several advantages of separating actions, objects, and
resources. First, a small set of general actions can be
defined, such as repair, place, assemble, test, etc. The
details of the instantiated activities can be different, e.g.,
place a 40 ton beam with a crane is different than place
a bearing on a motorshaft. Second, because of the sep-
aration, the planning knowledge for both including and

ordering activities can be represented not only in actions,
but also in objects (e.g., object constraints) and resources.
So the planner can infer the plan by reasoning about not
only actions, but also objects, and resources.

Activities hold relationships with other activities. Ac-
tivity relationships include requirement, refinement, se-
mantic ezpansio,, compositional ezpansio,, elaboration
and dependency. The first three are directly derived from
associated action relations. Compositional ezpansio, de-
scribes the activity expansion based on the associated ob-
ject’s compositional expansion. Elaboration relationships
separate activities into different planning levels and de-
pende,cy relationships form a precedence network of ac-
tivities. A plan in OARPLAN is defined as a collection of
activities related together by a number of different type
of relations. During planning, OARPLAN generates ac-
tivities and set up relationships between the activities. A
final plan is obtained after the dependency relations are
all set.

Activity Elaboration

In engineering domains, it is often the case that a high-
level activity ACtVT is defined by a set of low-level ac-
tivities [ACtvl, ..., Actv,] in the sense that the completion
of the low-level activity set implies the completion of the
high-level activity AdvT. We call the activity set an elab-
oration set of AdvT. OARPLAN starts planning from a
given top goal, e.g., construct.building1 or repair.pump1
and it views the top goal as the top-level activity. Ac-
tivity elaboration is performed based on methods, action
hierarchy and object structure. There are three types of
activity elaboration Corresponding to the types of applied
methods.

Requirement: The execution of a certain activ-
ity may require the execution of some other activities.
For example, while elaborating repair.pump, the planner
found the requirement method by matching a general rule
with the associated methods of the repair action. It then
generates all required activities according to the descrip-
tion of the method, i.e., isolate.pump, ezamine.pump,
install.pump, and test.pump. These activities are included
into the plan after their generation and will be further
elaborated, if necessary.

Refinement: Refinement-based elaboration involves
refining the less specific activity by introducing a more
specific one. For example, the activity repair.pump is less
specific since it does not say what part or parts of the
pump should be repaired. The activity repair.shaft is still
not specific enough since it does not specify whether we
should replace or restore the shaft. In OARPLAN, re-
finement is carried out based on both the object’s part-of
hierarchy and the action’s is-a hierarchy by using refine-
ment methods. As shown in Figure 2, the top-level activ-
ity repair.pump is refined first along the object hierarchy
into repair.shaft, and then along the action hierarchy into
restore.shaft and finally along the action hierarchy again
into correct.shaft.
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Figure 2: Activity Elaboration Hierarchy

Expansion: The third form of activity elabora-
tion is based on compositional and semantic expan-
sion of activities. Two example activities for ex-
plaining the expansions are construct.building1 and
place.concrete for construction planning. The composi-
tional expansion of construct.building1 is the set of ac-
tivities construct.~t...p,], where [Pl...Pn] is the collec-
tion of all compositional parts of the buildingl. For
place.concrete its semantic expansion is the set [pour, fin-
ish, cure].concrete, since the action place can be semanti-
cally expanded in to [pour, finish, cure].

Activity Ordering
After generating all necessary activities, OARPLAN or-
ders activities to make a valid plan. The ordering of activ-
ities in any engineering process has its underlying reasons.
Some are logical, i.e., depending on physical structure of
device, and others are technical, i.e., depending on the
choice of technical methods. We observe that the reasons
are embedded in the constituents of activities, and our
efforts have been devoted to developing an appropriate
representation, e.g., constraints and methods, to capture

the reasons for activity ordering.
We found that structural constraints provide the most

powerful source of logical ordering in the assembly and
construction domains. To remove the shaft from a pump,
for example, one has to first disassemble the pump simply
because the shaft is enclosed-by the pump. Similarly, one
can not construct a beam without first constructing its
supporting columns, because the beam is supported-by the
columns. In order to use these object constraints to infer
the order between activities, OARPLAN has a number
of general rules that interpret the object constraints in
terms of activity ordering relations. The following is the
general form of these rules.

If(actv-1 and actv-2 are in the plan, and
actv-1 consists of Action-l, object-l, and
actv-2 consists of Action-2, object-2, and
object-1 is related to object-2 by relation R)

Then
(actv-1 is successor-of actv-2)

By using such rules, OARPLAN may infer logical or-
dering based on given relationships between objects. Our
experience with OARPLAN has shown that most logical
constraints are topological or spatial.

(1) Create object instance model.
(2) Setup project goal in form of <actlon><object>.
(3) Generate activities to achieve the above goal:

UNTIL can’t find elaborateable activity DO:
(A) search for elaborateable activity <actv>;
(B) search for applicable methods of <actv>;
(C) FOR EACH applicable method DO:

(a) generate activities that elaborate <actv>,
(b) setup elaboration relations betveen

generated activities and <actv>,
(c) if method is ordered, setup precedence

relations beteeen related activities.
(4) Orderingactivities that are not further

elaborateable:
(A) use rules to order activities based on

physical constraints;
(B) ordering based on the order of higher

level activities.

Figure 3: OARPLAN Planning Procedure

Activity ordering may also depend on technical rela-
tionships between actions rather than objects. OAk-
PLAN captures this knowledge by methods. For exam-
ple, in Figure 2, the application of the repair method
for activity elaboration posts a constraint for activity
ordering. At the top level, the repair method speci-
ties that repair.pump should be carried out in the or-
der isolate.pump =~ examine.pump =*. repair.pump ::~
test.pump ~ install.pump. This high level ordering gov-
erns the ordering of lower level activities no matter how
the top level activities are elaborated. Thus, in Figure 2,
the lowest level activities of isolate-pump should be fin-
ished before any subactivity of examine.pump can start,
and so on. Our experience shows that many require-
ment and semantic expansion methods specify the or-

der of involved elaborating activities, e.g., place.concrete
can be expanded into pour.concrete :~ finish.concrete =¢,
cure.concrete. Compositional expansion methods, how-
ever, often do not introduce ordering. In these cases, or-
dering of elaborating activities is by applying structural
constraints as described above.

After ordering leaf activities of the activity hierarchy,
OARPLAN finishes the planning process. Figure 3 illus-
trates OARPLAN’s planning algorithm using constraints
and methods.

Implementation and Applications
OARPLAN was originally implemented in BB1 [Dar-

wiche 1989] on TI Explorer. Resent versions are imple-

mented in KEE on SUN workstation for both construc-
tion and maintenance planning. In the following two sub-
sections, we will show how OARPLAN is applied in con-

struction and maintenance planning domains.

Construction Planning
OARPLAN has been successfully applied in a full scale
construction engineering project [Winstanley 1992]. Two
major construction examples were used in the experi-
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ment; an industrial shop/office complex and a perfor-
mance testing laboratory. Both were structural steel fa-
cilities and consist of about 1400 components.

In the object model, the root class (physical-
components) of the class library for construction has sub-
classes Architectural, Structural, Electrical and Mechan-
ical components, and the action model is defined in a
similar fashion. An instantiated model of the facility is
built using primary data obtained from the CAD phase
of design. In these applications, activities are gener-
ated using compositional expansion method. That is,
the top-level goal construct.bouidingl is elaborated by
construct.[p1, ...,pt¢] where Pl, ...,PA’ are all components
of buildingl.

The process of activity ordering exploits fundamen-
tal knowledge, represented in the form of planning rules
and constraints existing between individual components.
A typical relationship between a particular beam and
its supporting columns might be: beam286 supported-by
column~l and column222. The relevant planning rule
would use the constraint that supporting objects must
generally be in place before the objects they support,
and therefore the two columns must precede the beam
in the ensuing plan. Other inter-component relationships
currently employed include: connected-to, enclosed-by,
covered.by, weather-protected-by and damaged-by.

Problems encountered in these applications were
mainly concerned with the sheer size of the instantiated
project models and the complexity of the resulting plans.
However, by carrying out object aggregation to produce
virtual components called ’zones’ by the facility design-
ers, we overcame some of the planning problems associ-
ated with the size and complexity of realistic construc-
tion facilities. These virtual components can be defined
at the CAD-level manually, or inferred on the basis of
available crew sizes, accessibility, etc. Zones are repre-
sented within the project model as objects. Figure 4 is
a screen display of part of a plan for the construction of
a building’s foundations, showing clearly the boundaries
established around construction zones. Inter-zone activ-
ity relationships are maintained however (but not shown
in Figure 4), and can be exploited to great effect during
plan manipulation or scheduling.

Figure 4: A part of a plan for building foundation

ints~--mm~ m~

_ Z.q. 

Figure 5: A plan generated by OARPLAN for repairing
a pump

Maintenance Planning
Besides construction planning, OARPLAN is also used
as a planner to produce maintenance and repair plans
for the maintenance of a power plant. As a case exam-
ple for describing this application, we assume that the
problem detected by a fault diagnosis system is with the
main boiler feed water pump (MBFP) subsystem [Garten
1991]. The planning problem is to identify all the steps
required to perform the repair.

In construction planning described above, activity elab-
oration can be achieved from simple compositional ex-
pansion. In maintenance planning, however, elaborating
top-level goal, i.e., repair.MBFP in this example, requires
more knowledge of engineering processes. For example,
to repair a fluid component, technicians have to (1) clear
or isolate the component hydraulically, mechanically, and
electrically for safe access; (2) if necessary, disassemble
the component, (3) inspect the component to determine
the detail of the repair requirement, (4) repair or replace
the identified defective parts, (5) reassemble the compo-
nent (6) test the component and release the component
for operation. OARPLAN captures this kind of knowl-
edge by explicitly representing it in methods.

After creating an instantiated object model, OAR-
PLAN starts trying to elaborate top-level goal: repair-
MBFP. From the process of selecting applicable meth-
ods, the planner found a refinement method RepairPump-
ref and a requirement method RepairMechComp-req.
By applying these two methods, the planner generates
the required activities: isolate.MBFP, ezamine.MBFP,
install.MBFP, test.MBFP and the refining activity
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repair.Shaft. These activities are ordered after generation
based on the description of the methods: isolate.MBFP
=~ ezamine.MBFP =~ repair.Shaft ~ ins~all.MBFP =~

test.MBFP. Figure 2 shows the relationships between
these activities. All these activities are further elaborated
until no method can be applied to continue elaboration.

After activity elaboration, the planner order the gener-
ated activities by (1) satisfying physical constraints, e.g.
remove.shaft is a successor of disassemble.MBFP because
shaft is enclosed-by the pump; (2) ordering the leaf ac-
tivities based the on the orders of the activities they are
elaborating. Figure 5 shows the OARPLAN’s final plan
of this example which is essentially the same comparing
with human engineering’s plan [Garten 1991].

Related Work
OARPLAN differs from STRIPS-style planners in its

action representation [Fikes 1971, Sacerdoti 1973 and
1975, Tate 1976, Wilkins 1983, Chapman 1987]. STRIPS-
style planners do activity inclusion and ordering by ex-
plicating the preconditions of actions. OARPLAN uses
declarative action knowledge to identify activities for in-
clusion in the plan and it uses object relationships for
ordering activities. The latter is more heuristic adequate
[Wilkins 1988] since precisely defining the world state and
preconditions of each action in a real engineering field
is very difficult due to the problem’s complexity. The
critics in NOAH [Sacerdoti 1975] are similar to OAR-
PLAN’s rules for ordering activities. OARPLAN treats
constraints and methods as first class knowledge; NOAH
does not include the engineering specific knowledge to
support the use of critics.

Our research extended the original work on OARPLAN
[Darwiche 1989] by introducing (1) the new represen-
tational concept of methods; (2) new relations between
actions (also activities): requirement, refinement, com-
positional and semantical expansion; (3) distinction 
logical-constraint-based and technical-methods-based ac-
tivity ordering.

OARPLAN’s reasoning about objects is similar to
SIPE’s reasoning about resources [Wilkins 1988]. SIPE’s
reasoning about resources, however, considers only the
identity of an object for identifying if the same object is
used by two operators as arguments. OARPLAN takes
into account all attributes of an object and its relations
with other objects, thus using more fundamental knowl-
edge about objects than SIPE.

Conclusions
Currently, the OARPLAN ontology has three major

parts: (1) use of action.object-resource representation for
activities allows us to represent actions in a general way
and represent planning knowledge for activity inclusion
and ordering in action, object and resource models; (2)
representing structural relationships between objects al-
lows the planner to reason from physical principles at the
level of shared primitive components used in construc-
tion, maintenance planning etc.; (3) the methods as aco

tion constraints allow the planning to use both general
and the specialized engineering process oriented knowl-
edge for planning. Our experience with OARPLAN in-
dicates that the OARPLAN planning paradigm exploits
planning knowledge that may vary in generality and be
exhibited in either physical devices or engineering pro-
cesses. This makes OARPLAN capable of both power and
generality not previously possible in AI planning systems.

We are grateful to David Garten of Southern Califor-
nia Edison, Mike Chacon of NASA and Yoshi Uchiyama
of Shimizu Corporation for providing their helpful engi-
neering experience for the development of OARPLAN.
This research is supported by Center of Integrated Facil-
ity Engineering (CIFE) at Stanford University.
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